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This theme develops evolutionary machine intelligence that sophisticates the 
performance and explainability of machine learning such as deep learning based 
on original evolutionary computation technologies. We aim to implement the 
developed technologies for healthcare and industrial applications.

Development of Fundamental and Industrial Application 
Technologies for Coevolutionary AI Based on Evolutionary 

Machine Intelligence

Explainable AI, Deep Learning, miRNA, Preventing Diseases

②Fundamental Technologies for Industrial 
Application

・Tools to exploit the technologies developed in 
① for industry

③Application of XAI
・Prediction system for the cancer risk and/or

health states from miRNA values in blood by
using ① and ➁

This theme develops “evolutionary 
machine intelligence” that enables the 
coevolution of human and machine 
intelligence through the interaction 
between humans and machines.
This theme is ongoing based on the following three sub-themes
①Fundamental AI technologies for XAI
・Explanation method by transforming deep networks into a linear model and prediction 

method of state transition by visualizing class contribution of data, etc.

We apply the technologies developed in this theme to cancer risk and
health condition prediction system using miRNA values. In the future,
we will build a cancer risk judgment service and a service for cancer
prevention by diet and supplement.
We develop fundamental software and tools of XAI and plan to establish
an AI venture company to promote and support the introduction of
AI for various business fields.
We also contribute to realizing healthcare for the generation
with/after COVID-19 by preventing diseases based on XAI
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Evolutionary Machine 
Intelligence

Procedural Knowledge
(Knowledge of “how”)

Declarative Knowledge
(Knowledge of ”what”)

Co-creative Intellig ence of 
Human &  M achines

Human

(1) Improvement of Explainability
and Accuracy of M L

Computers / M achines

(2) Explanation Using  Human 
Knowledge

(3) Semi-Automatic Generation
of Explanation (Solving  M ethod)

Explanation by Star Graph &  TextLinear SumAny NN/DNN
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Because F2 is less than 
the criteria value, the 
risk of 〇〇 cancer 
becomes high


